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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: National Museum of Natural History, Division of Reptiles and Amphibians
Title: Correspondence
Dates: 1962-2011
Quantity: 1 cu. ft. (1 record storage box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 12-533, National Museum of Natural History, Division of Reptiles and Amphibians, Correspondence

Use Restriction
Restricted for 15 years, until Jan-01-2027; Transferring office; 6/11/2012 memorandum, Yowell to Zug; Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of the correspondence of George R. Zug, Associate Curator, Curator, and Curator Emeritus, 1969- . There is also correspondence relating to Zug's graduate work at the University of Michigan prior to his tenure at the Smithsonian. In addition, there is a small amount of correspondence from Carl H. Ernst. Materials include correspondence, clippings, postcards, and photographs.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Amphibians
Reptiles
Vertebrate Zoology
Vertebrates
Types of Materials:
- Black-and-white photographs
- Clippings
- Color photographs
- Manuscripts
- Picture postcards

Names:
- Ernst, Carl H.
  University of Michigan
- Zug, George R., 1938-
Container Listing

Box 1

Correspondence: A, 2007-2011
Correspondence: B, 1999-2011
Correspondence: C, 2007-2011
Correspondence: D, 2003-2011
Correspondence: E, 2008-2010
Correspondence: F, 2009-2010
Correspondence: G, 2005-2010
Correspondence: H, 1997-2011
Correspondence: I, 2008-2011
Correspondence: J, 1997-2011
Correspondence: K, 2008-2010
Correspondence: L, 2003-2010
Correspondence: M, 1979, 2008-2011
Correspondence: N, 2008-2010
Correspondence: O, 2010-2011
Correspondence: P, 2007-2011
Correspondence: R, 2008-2010
Correspondence: Checklist to Turtles of the World, 2003-2008
Correspondence: S, 2002-2010
Correspondence: T, 2008-2009
Correspondence: V, 2009-2010
Correspondence: W, 1995-2011
Correspondence: Y, 2009-2011
Unfiled Correspondence, 1975-2009 (4 folders)
Anatoly Tokar, 1993-1996
Romulus Whitaker, 2005
Correspondence: Introduction to Herpetology, 1974-1979
Graduate Work Correspondence: A-B, 1964-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: C-D, 1964-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: E-F, 1963-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: G-H, 1964-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: I-J, 1966
Graduate Work Correspondence: K-L, 1964-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: M-N, 1965-1967
Graduate Work Correspondence: O-P, 1964-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: Q-R, 1962-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: S-T, 1964-1968
Graduate Work Correspondence: U-V-W, 1963-1967
Graduate Work Correspondence: X-Y-Z, 1967-1968
Unfiled Correspondence and Articles, 1962-1968
Correspondence of Carl H. Ernst, 1967-2005 (2 folders)